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All intelligent thoughts have already been thought;

what is necessary is only to try to think them again.

Goethe

"To reverse the effects of civilization would

destroy the dreams of a lot of people. There's no

way around it. We can talk all we want about

sustainability, but there's a sense in which it

doesn't matter that these people's dreams are

based on, embedded in, intertwined with, and

formed by an inherently destructive economic and

social system. Their dreams are still their dreams.

What right do I -- or does anyone else -- have to

destroy them. At the same time, what right do they

have to destroy the world?"

Derrick Jensen

If you only have a hammer, you tend to see every

problem as a nail.

Abraham Maslow

The Busy Trap

by Tim Kreider

http://opinionator.blogs.n

ytimes.com/2012/06/30/t

he-busy-trap/

An article about the trap

of being busy, without

knowing what you're

being busy for

Career Advice

by George Monbiot

http://www.monbiot.com

/career-advice/

Career advice from a

journalist who practises

what he preaches: one

way of making your job

suit your life
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Curiously Collaborative

Indignantly Independent

Disgustingly DIY

Where helpful opinions flourish,
useless points of view come to die,
and where we stand for what we
believe until, or unless, life shows us
to believe otherwise. Bringing you
views, news and reviews from across
the globe.

We write this zine for us. It's part of a
gratifying and possibly futile attempt
at holding onto our own sanity. We
edit, re-edit, lay out, throw away and
start again because it will always be
something we're proud of.

We've read, researched, laughed,
listened, cried and conversated - and
this zine is one way we can get our
heads around the things we've seen,
the things we know and the things
we've learned.

Where before we may have ceded our
responsibility for our own education,
this has come to an end. We no longer
cede our responsibility to learn or
keep learning, cede our decisions to
those who would happily decide for
us, or cede our attention to those who
would happily entertain us.

Remember folks, if the emperor looks
naked, the emperor is naked. It's time
we got together, point out what we
know and move on.
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by Adam Pellant

Rubber burns in trash town

where the nuances of the cross bow theme park

glitter strangely under the calico sky

and the ribbons of love float down

until the smear stains red on the pavements.

The hounds are running

and it is time to go

quickly now

the wash basins are brimming full

as skin tears through parking lots.

Fear stinks down alleys

when will the chasing end

I am already dead

in the hum and glow of Silver Street

I’ve gotta get away.

They are distant on the high slopes

where the funeral march sounds

where holy men forgive our sins

and the hoot, hoot of the owl echoes

in the last outpost before heaven and hell.

Rubber Burns in Trash Town
by Romany Garnett
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by Joe MilesCensor

My most constant, vigilant and unrelenting
censor is myself. I'm the person who decides
what's said, what's written, what's done and
what's discussed  and what's not.

There is an amazing prison design, based on
the work of Jeremy Bentham, which is
extremely simple and effective. All cells have
a transparent front wall, and all the front walls
face inwards, in a kind of circle. They all face
the guardpost, which is a column in the
middle, so as to be able to see the inside of
every cell. But the guardpost's glass is a one
way mirror – the guards can see out, but the
prisoners see only a reflection of themselves.

As the prisoners have no way of knowing
when they're being watched, they're left with
only one reasonable option – assume that at all
times there's a guard watching. The prisoner
then becomes their own censor of behaviour.

Likewise, CCTV domes or posts in public
places leave the people who walk underneath
with the same, and only, reasonable
assumption. I say 'dome' and 'post' because
there's no way of knowing if there actually is a
functioning camera inside, and if there is, if
it's being watched or recorded. There's no way
of knowing. So, like the prisoners in
Bentham's prison, pedestrians become their
own censor of behaviour.

This very same, tried and true method of
censorship is also employed in one other
very important place – the internet. We
know (though often we pretend we don't)
that social networks and 'free' email
accounts may or may not be monitored. We
know that all information, from our address
to our “private” messages are irrevocably
stored. And we know that, as just one
example, Facebook have built a “law
enforcement” specific interface which
allows for access without any kind of
warrant or oversight.

The implications for active organisation,
political or otherwise, are huge. How can a
person engage in open, frank and honest
discussion while selfcensoring? While
restraining themselves because of the
reasonable assumption that the discussion is
being monitored, possibly by the very
people that the discussion is about?

The answer to this is, unfortunately,
uncomfortable. The first thing to do is
accept a few things. First, I accept the
situation for what it is – not welcome or
embrace it – but simply accept it. I do this
much in the same way as when I accept GM
crops, fiat currencies and Rupert Murdoch
exist. The second is to accept that this kind
of selfcensoring is not an option I can
honestly take if I want to continue to feel I
have my freedom and dignity intact.

The next step is a choice between three
options – I can stop using the internet and
public spaces for any discussions, and, if
I'm concerned about my personal
information, stop (or not start) using
centralised social networking and email
providers. This way I prevent letters, emails
or instant messenger conversations being
read, though I have to rely on others being
physically in the same room as me for any

discussions.

Or I could be open, frank and honest anyway,
“snooper's charter” be damned, and hope that
others are willing to not selfcensor too. This
way I could speak with or write to many
different people and I may be able to organise
things much faster. Though this only really
works when I know the people I'm talking with
aren't selfcensoring.

The other option is to make sure that any and
all of my nonfacetoface communications are
encrypted (e.g. by using PGP, Off The Record,
AES etc.) and insist that other people I organise
with do the same. This way I know that I can be
open, frank and honest, without any great
concern for surveillance, though I have to rely
on the other person being willing and able to
encrypt their information as well.

These options are all, in terms of time and
energy, expensive or potentially expensive.
Though I've found that the most energy
expensive of all is constant, unrelenting self
censoring. Last I checked, I'm not in one of
Bentham's prisons, and last I checked I've done
nothing to deserve the feeling that I am. It's
time for me to make a metaphoric prisonbreak.
The tools for my escape will be a cuppa in the
lounge room, PGP, and the words “Snooper's
charter be damned”.

How can a person engage

in open, frank and
honest discussion while

self-censoring?
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by Chris GoodmanOverland Travel

Several years ago I made the decision not to
fly again because of the high carbon
emissions of air travel (200kg of
CO2/1000km for each passenger compared
to 60kg for trains and 30kg for coaches). I
was invited to a wedding in New Zealand
though and getting there from Scotland
without flying was going to be difficult. I
wanted to go to see good friends on their
special day and explore some of the New
Zealand landscape too. I looked at all the
options and ended up compromising ideals
and practicalities. Having travelled two
thirds of the way overland to Hong Kong I
flew the last third to New Zealand. A return
flight all the way from Scotland would have
released about 9,000kg of carbon dioxide
per passenger, ¾ of the CO2 that the
average Brit produces in a year. By
travelling overland to Asia I would save
about 4,000kg of CO2.

The train journey was a means of travelling
more sustainably and I hadn’t given much
thought to the journey itself and what
experiences it might throw up along the
way. In the end it was probably one of the
most profound experiences of my life and it
has changed the way I see and understand
the world.

It’s hard to comprehend travelling by train

in pretty much the same direction for 2
weeks and still be on the same landmass.
To leave Moscow and arrive in Beijing
after 7 days of continuously moving,
staring at the landscape the whole way,
staring at the 13,500km of land from
Britain to Hong Kong, watching the
landscape progress from farmland to hills
to steppe to bamboo forest, agriculture and
big cities, to go from the depths of Winter
in the North and creep towards the heat of
Summer in the tropics. Staggered by the
endless miles and feeling overwhelmed by
the size of the world and how much it
contains it was a journey of understanding
and perspective.

But while the vastness hit me, I was aware

that I was on a train that ran on a railway
line that goes from the north coast of
Scotland all the way to Hong Kong. A
railway line built by human hands. And
then what really hit me was not how big
the world is but how much bigger the
human race is, how overwhelming its
steady persistence and overpowering
nature is. It is entirely within the human
species capacity to reach every last
corner, leave no place untouched and
cause pollution, damage and change on a
global scale, to impact upon and alter the
natural processes of a whole planet.

I hoped that by travelling by train I was
reducing my contribution to this global
change. What the journey also did though

was to change me and drive me on towards a
less destructive lifestyle because it really
made me understand how we are all
interconnected and a part of the planet and its
natural processes. This overland journey
became a journey of enlightenment and an
evolution of personal identity, knowledge
and direction. It was a catalyst for learning
and change that could never come from just
reading about the facts.

As well as changing something deep within
me I realised that travel doesn't have to be
just a means of getting from A to B and it
doesn't have to alter the climate. By walking,
cycling, taking the bus or the train, the
journey can become part of the adventure as
you see the landscape, feel the environment,
experience the culture. By not flying I met
Russian bank managers, Mongolian
smugglers and Tajikistani gold mining
engineers, saw forests and rivers and deserts
and stopped at cities along the way. I was
humbled by the generosity of people with
less material wealth, I was quietened and
made more patient by the pace of overland
travel and moved by beautiful individual
moments in time where culture and the
environment became one. I lived the bit
between A & B.

I realised that travel

doesn't have to be just

a means of getting

from A to B... By walking, cycling,

taking the bus or the rain,

the journey can become

part of the adventure



Mortal Fear by Judith Sevestre
1 0 1 1

I live with quite a fear of breaking myself,
be it in health, in a car accident, or just in
old age. When I was 11 I remember
suddenly coming to a realisation: I will die.
It’s something so obvious but I remember
the first time I knew, really knew that I
would very absolutely definitely die, and it
made me unable to think about anything
else. It was the first time I felt mortal fear.
It’s a big thing to hit a person at 11, but
according to my mum, pretty normal as
well.

She comforted me by saying: 'it’s not going
to happen for a long time coming and
imagine if no one would die, how busy it
would be!’ I remember her saying that very
vividly (at the bottom of the stairs, wearing
a blue dress). I remember it did not really
comfort me at all, but it seemed to make her
completely unworried so I tried to make
that knowledge do the same for me, be
grown up about it if you will.

After this initial period of being utterly
paralysed by the idea of death, I became
used to it. Everyone else knew the same
thing and was still able to function, why
shouldn't I? Fear of death is just a silly kid’s
thing and I tried to not think about it any
more. Life carried on, I did some stupid

stuff, got into stupid situations, got hurt a
few times, never really realising (or fully
thinking about the fact) that I could
seriously get hurt. Worrying about that
was childish, something you got over
when you were about 12.

I became an adult, did more stupid stuff
and saw friends do even stupider stuff.
The fear that we had as kids had
disappeared (or was successfully
suppressed). Eventually I started driving
and the first few lessons I had I was
terrified again, as I had been when I was
11. Going 30 m/h seemed way too fast
and for those first few lessons I felt a
lethal accident was just waiting to
happen. But I got over that fear, everyone

else did and I was a grown up now.
Sometimes now when I drive through a
city though, I get a really quick vision of
hitting someone, feeling the bump against
the bonnet and blood on the windscreen,
or hitting a tree and being smashed
between my steering wheel and the car
seat. Silly I know, so I push it away. It’s
just mortal fear.

Just mortal fear.

Being able to push that away makes us
able to drive 70 m/h, fly 3000 ft in the air
and undergo surgery. All very useful. The
control of mortal fear also makes us able
to smoke, drink and drive, get extremely
overweight, have unprotected sex with

strangers, take drugs, ruin our bodies, ignore
our lack of health, give diabetes and Ritalin
to our children etc. If there’s nothing to really
be afraid of, when there is no mortal fear
(because fear is for kids), why not go into
battle when told to do so, kill people, get shot
at, die for our country? Why not get Botox,
breast enlargement surgery, take diet pills?
What would REALLY be stopping us other
than our mortal fear? Money?

Steve tells me often that courage comes from
being afraid, but doing it anyway, especially
when we’re flying together, or go climbing.
On some level I usually feel pretty stupid
when I do something I’m terrified of, because
I have to ignore my intuition screaming to
‘abort abort!’. Still, I do agree that this is
what courage means.

I think that when the cause is valid, it’s
necessary to suppress a sense of mortal fear. I
think there are often times to be courageous
(e.g. being afraid and doing it anyway) but
it’s almost like the human race became
slightly too courageous and a bit too able to
ignore their mortality. When there is no fear
of death when building nuclear power plants,
no feeling that it is silly to put a car in cruise
control on an extremely windy Australian
mountain road, when the only thing that

[C]ourage comes from

being afraid, but doing it

anyway...[But] I think

without a sense of mortality, it’s just a bit

too easy to waste a life

being worthless
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by Judith Sevestre
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Getting stuck in masochism
of career, beauty, fashion

a masochism of indulgence
that fills the belly until it hurts

until it bursts and splatters
culture, ambition, sex, art
all over the bathroom wall

A reality where tattoos,
cover up the cutting
piercings drill holes

in physical insecurities
a sense of not belonging

camouflaged by black kohl
by a fuck-you attitude

The little voices that tell
what’s wrong, what’s good
not schizophrenia, just ads

the shit an open mind
constantly gets stuffed with
until it’s full and over-flows

like a drain full of hair

The masochism of high heels,
of starving on skimmed milk
the pain of pulled out hairs

of pushed up tits, sucked in bellies
the masochism of real women
with the fucked up confidence

of a monkey on a moped

makes a person think twice about taking
XTC is that it might make one feel
uncomfortable the next day, I think this
courage is misplaced. I think without a
sense of mortality, it’s just a bit too easy to
waste a life being worthless.

I think I've become more aware of my
mortality again in the last few years, when
mortality was more or less rubbed in my
face. It made me think about it again, but
not like an 11year old. I’m 27 now, and
suddenly it seems to me that this is
something I want to be able to think about,
instead of suppress. I spoke to a few elderly
people who had lost their spouses and/or
children, as well as people who had cancer
and accepted this to be what would take
them from this world. Some were extremely
sad and felt life was unfair for making them
go through this and some were dignified,
grateful for their old age, happy they had
lived a full life. Some were scared, others
weren’t. Some feared and hated death, like
it was the first time they had to think about
it, and some had lived courageously with
the full knowledge that this was the only
chance they were going to get, better make
it a good one.

I don't think we should all live our lives
terrified of dying, but I do wish people were
a little less courageous in putting
themselves and all other life in danger (for

temporary comfort?), and a little more
courageous in being uncomfortable. I
wish people were not so afraid to
thoroughly think about the consequences
of their actions, and then what these
consequences actually mean. It’s pretty
easy to die, a lot harder to stay alive, but
even harder to stay alive with a wide open
mind, the ability to consider the value of
other life and our own, to be honest,
uncomfortable at times and courageous
when needed. In the end it is the
difference between surviving and living.

I think about death a lot. I am still afraid
of dying and every time I put myself in
danger I feel like an idiot for doing so.
I’ve also spoken to the elderly people I
worked with about this and what I’ve
learned is that the trick is not so much to
ignore the fact that it’s going to happen,
but be in peace with this, knowing a good
life has been lived. I know I need a bit
more courage, but not to go bungee
jumping or drive fast cars. I need courage
to fully live, with an open mind, with a
realisation that life is precious, including
my own, and with the fear of losing it. I
would rather live with a fear of losing a
precious life, than not caring if I live or
die. I think this realisation of value of my
own life and that of all life around me,
might just be the key to making my time
here worthwhile, scary as it may be.
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I recently watched a documentary – which I
highly recommend – called “Just Do It”.
The title sums up the attitude of all those
the documentary followed, and is (perhaps
unintentionally, perhaps not) a positive call
to those who watch it.

The idea is simple. If something is
recognised as harmful, either socially or
environmentally, and there is a conceivable
way to disrupt this from going on, then
“Just do it”. The filmmakers were adopted
into a world of adhoc, creative and self
propelled activity of a 'group' who have no
formal membership, leadership, funding, set
ideology, direction or structure of any kind.
Their membership, if you can call it that,
changes day by day.

Because of this, it's not possible for me to
donate money to the 'group', their cause or
their next project. In other words, I can't
claim some vicarious kind of responsibility
for what they've done, what they're doing,
or what they will do. I can, of course, join
in – or do something similar myself – but I
can't swap money for the feeling I've “done
something”.

In my humble opinion, this small group has
done more for social and environmental

change than Greenpeace (or any like
organisation), because of one subtle yet
powerful reason.

'Transition Heathrow' moved onto an
abandoned lot which had greenhouses in
disrepair. Importantly, this land may also
be used, along with the neighbouring
houses and a cemetery, as a third runway
for Heathrow airport. The 'group'
canvassed the neighbours, got help, and
restored the greenhouse. Then, as a new
community garden, invited neighbours to
grow their own food there. Which is what
many did.

This activity is not attributable to 'The
Group Ltd.' or 'The Group LLC', nor is it
attributed to donors half a planet away.
This was a neighbourly effort, and I can't
claim some ownership because I have a
recurring directdebit. If I want the
feeling that I have contributed, to
whatever I think is valuable, I have to do
it myself.

I have a choice. I can spend time at a job
(which I may or may not even like) to
earn money, then give that money to
someone else, and blindly trust they do
what I think is right – and believe that

this, in itself, is 'enabling change' – so then
therefore I can feel I enable change – so
therefore I feel I'm making change – so
therefore I feel I'm 'doing my bit' or 'playing
my part'.

But I am, ultimately, disempowered. It's
saying (without actually saying) “We've got
this covered, environmental action is
nuanced and complicated – both legally with
direct action, and politically with bringing
appropriate pressure to bare – now we have
your money, you can happily leave it to us”.

And here's where this 'Transition Heathrow'
group are so effective – rather than being dis
empowered by this kind of horseshit, I see
active, reproducible examples of direct action
and political pressure. I'm actively invited to
join in or do something similar. I'm
empowered, both by options and example.

I can 'just do it'. I can choose to do exactly
the thing I know is right, rather than blindly
hope someone else will. I can enable change
through my own actions. I can make change I
know I'd like to see. I can 'do my bit' or 'play
my part'. It's then, and only then, that I can
rightfully feel I'm contributing to the world
I'd like to see.

Just Do It by Joe Miles

The idea is simple. If

something is recognised as

harmful, either socially or

environmentally, and there is a conceivable way

to disrupt this from going

on, then “Just do it”



Privacy
Word Watch

by Joe Miles

“Privacy is necessary for an open
society in the electronic age.
Privacy is not secrecy. A private
matter is something one doesn't
want the whole world to know,
but a secret matter is something
one doesn't want anybody to
know. Privacy is the power to
selectively reveal oneself to the
world.”
This is the first paragraph of Eric
Hughes' 'Cypherpunk Manifesto'
written in 1993 as he was trying
to explain why he wanted to keep
some things private.
The saying goes “If you've got
nothing to hide, you've got

nothing to fear”  with the
implication being if someone's
not being completely transparent,
they're being secretive. Even
criminal.
But we all have things we don't
want the whole world to know.
Those things about ourselves we
only share with those we love,
those we trust. Those we choose.
Privacy is the reason we set
“Privacy Settings” on websites –
It's there not to have something
secret, but to be discriminatory
in what we share with whom. A
choice we should always be able
to make.




